
Small actions change our life! 
‘Small drops make oceans.’ This is the proverb said for years on the importance of saving money. 

Similarly, in today’s modern world the small pieces of waste disposedofon land, pieces of 

plasticdisposedof into the sea and small emissionsreleasedinto the air make massive pollution in the 

environment. This enormous scale of pollution already threatens mankind. The ecosystem is being 

devasted by manmade activities such as irresponsible dumping of waste and lack of consideration for 

others and future generations. Thereby, urgingall to look out for sustainable solutions that can 

prevent pollution. 

The young reporters from Wise Oaks International School studied the causes of 

different types of pollution analysed the impact of pollution on our lives and suggested pollution 

prevention measures.  
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Air pollution 

Pollution caused due to various human activitiesis one of the significant concerns throughout the world and in 
Singapore. The percentage of greenhouse gasesisincreasing in the atmosphere due to modernisation of the 
society resulting in an increasing number of industries, automobiles, and deforestation. Greenhouse gases are 
a major contributor to smog and air pollution leading to respiratory infections, heart diseases and skin cancer. 
This is a global as well as community problem to be addressed by each one of us. The best solution for this is 
to follow andimplementthe sustainability goals recommended by the UN. 

 

To study the causes of 
pollution • Research

Its impacton the environment • Analyse

Suggest pollution prevention 
within our neighbourhood and 
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• Action 
Plan
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The picture depicts that the turtle is entangledin the plastic net discarded by humans in the ocean 

which leads them to death. Sea turtles confuse plastics with jellyfish which is one of their favourite 

foods. While trying to consumeplastic bags sea turtles get entangled with plastics and eventually 

die.Like this sea turtle, thousands of other marine creatures are harmed and killed.Plastics, trashed by 

humans on the beachesharm the hatchlings and the nests of sea turtles. 

How to prevent air pollution: 
 

 Stop smoking 
 Drive less 
 Turn off your engine while waiting at the traffic light 
 Don’t burn your garbage 
 Switch to electrical or manualequipment. 
 Reduce the usage of vehicles, increase carpooling,use bikes for short distances and encourageusing 

public transport and walking or cyclingtonearby places. Stop burning garbage anduse electric cars to 
reduce air pollution. 

How to prevent water pollution  

 NEA is conducting beach cleaning sessions. 
 NEWater started in 2014. It recycles wastewater into pure drinking water. Singapore’s river was 

polluted a lot, then NEWater recycled the river, and the pollution is less. 
 We need to use water wisely.    

 
It's time for action! 

The young reporters of Wise Oaks International Schoolreported the initiatives of the eco team led by 

Ms aga, Head of the Green Team.Identifying and analysing a problem itself is not a solution to it. 

Keeping that in mind the skill enhancementprogramme created an opportunity to derive an action 

planand toconnect them to the real problemof water pollution. The action plan was to create 

awareness to stop littering beaches. Thesenior studentsat Wise Oaks International School, Singapore 

incorporated beach cleaning activity as a part of their co-curricular lessonsbased on the theme of 

 



‘Socioectopia’.Learners of Grades 5-6-7 were engaged in cleaning up the shores of Changi Beach, 

Singapore based on the recommendations given by NEA through the Clean Singapore learning trail 

programme and were enlightened with the knowledge of various hazards of water pollution and the 

importance to stop it. A few senior studentsinterviewed the visitors of the beach about their views on 

water pollution and the threats imposed on marine creatures.  

 THINK BLUE AND GO GREEN 
 STOP MARINE POLLUTION  
 LIVE AND LET LIVE 

The above slogans of the students reverberated on the shore of Changi Beach spreading the importance of not 
littering as a part of their community outreach activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Be responsible citizens by vowing to do small acts offollowing the 3Rs,that aidin acleaner world for future 
generations. Let’s march towards achieving our common goal of protecting the environment by taking small 
steps and reaching out to greater heights of a LITTER-FREE Earth. 
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